How will Stacbloc HCI
help you ?

Hyperconvergence
Product

Stacbloc HCI helps customers
Improve efficiency

Stacbloc enables multiple IT services on a homogeneous
platform that eliminates silos of CPU, memory, storage,
network resources that are usually held locked or under
utilized in many single purpose appliances. This optimal way
helps customers to improve overall IT efficiency and
facilitates to do more with less.

Lower Spend

Stacbloc is built on standard x64 commodity hardware that
avoids any high cost proprietary technology.
By integrating multiple functionality into a monolith
appliance, helps customer to lower CAPEX and OPEX.

Quicker time to
service

Stacbloc comes as pre-integrated, pre-tested, pre-deployed IT
infrastructure that leaves customer to just turn on and start
using the service in just hours, rather than building and testing the infrastructure, which used to take weeks.

Reduce risk

Stacbloc is pre-engineered, finetuned to work with many
common industry applications like ERP, CRM, Database,
Graphics, Gigabit scale routing, virtual switching, flash
caching, IOPS provisioning etc, that alleviates the risk of
buying multiple appliances and to trouble test them for
inter-working.

Improve productivity

Being a single platform to handle, Stacbloc helps to increase
productivity by allowing IT human resources to spend less
time on mundane transactions and more on business value
adding creations.
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Stacbloc HCI helps customers
Agility

Stacbloc helps customers to scale up or down infrastructure
resources basis changing demands, thereby testing and
enabling newer services quickly.

Keeping pace

Stacbloc helps customer to be on the top of tide for the new
infrastructure technology upgrades like Virtualization, NFV,
SDS, enables cloud adoption; simplifies DR services. In sum
the best of technology outcomes are packaged in a frugal box.

Customize

Not all requirements are met with standard off the shelf
configurations. Stacbloc helps customers to custom size and
buy the resources that are of present need, supporting
scalability for the near future.

Wonder

Stacbloc being a wonder box that supports the entire IT
infrastructure stack in a box, supports innovation by enabling
services to be delivered on software on industry standard
hardware.

Simplified vendor
management

Stacbloc facilitates single vendor approach to IT
infrastructure stack, where in procurement, implementation,
operations and support are under single umbrella.
There is no more vendor blame game or the paind of finding
workable suitable hardware stack for a software stack.

Write to info@stackuptech.com to know how customers have benefited with
Stacbloc.
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